On May 19th we present the Film Forum: “Rebellion in the Air - 28 Años Promoting the Human Right to Communication”.

Our RadioListener Groups from Santa Marta, Santa Cruz la Junta & Santa Cruz la Milagrosa attended the event celebrating the Radio’s 28th anniversary.

We continue working together with communities to promote the human right to communication and the democratization of media. The protagonists are the communities, we build together collectively.
Radio Victoria, along with other members of the Salvadoran Participative Radio Broadcasting Association (ARPAS), in a symbolic act celebrated the declaration of the “National Community Media Day” and presented a balance of how reforms to the Telecommunications Law, which finally recognized “community media”, have been applied and to highlight the work that community media has been doing.

Radio Victoria received an important recognition: “The Community Communications Award – For outstanding communications work accompanying communities in defense of the environment and life” which we dedicated to our audiences.

May 14th is “National Poetry Day”, established by a legislative decree in 2013 as a way to recognize this literary genre as well as highlighting the life and work of Roque Dalton who is nationally and internationally recognized and considered a symbol of Salvadoran poetry. His birth date – May 14th – marks this celebration. The legislative decree establishes that Roque Dalton has been one of the Salvadoran writers with the most published works and who dedicated his whole life to the development of literature in El Salvador for which reason he was declared: “Meritorious Poet of El Salvador” in 2007.

We celebrated together with our loyal listener, Graciela Nolazco, her 55th birthday. The 7 hens soup she brought was delicious!!!


“Don Felipe, an incredible human being who I appreciate so much, one of the people I have had the privilege to know making community radio from the communities. Each conversation with him is a learning experience for me.” – Marixela Ramos

In the Santa Cruz La Milagrosa community, we continue in a collective construction with our audiences, in this opportunity we talked about radiophonic content, community problems and the human right to communication.

There is No Life Without Water & Corn

From the Santa Cruz La Junta community, we continue advancing in a collective construction with our audiences. In this opportunity we talked about radiophonic content, popular education and popular communication.

Listen at 92.1fm & radiovictoriaes.org
As a Community Radio we continue to collectively construct with our communities: Santa Marta’s RadioListener Group learned more about the National Legislative Assembly’s work on a province wide basis.

In another opportunity we discussed in more depth the human right to communication & the democratization of media with the Santa Marta RadioListener Group marking Radio Victoria’s 28 years on the air.

Radio Victoria participated in the Forum: “Challenges that People of Sexual Diversity Face from the Salvadoran Government’s Public Policies”. Marina Rivera interviewed Mónica Linares from the Solidarity Association to Promote Human Development, ASPIDH.

As part of a regional communications strategy confronting the new social-political context, Radio Victoria participated in the 6th Conference of the Central America Anti-Mining Alliance, ACAFREMIN. Participants shared, discussed and interchanged solutions according to different environmental, political and social problems faced by each country in order to defend their territory and natural resources. The Conference’s slogan was: “Organization, Resistance & Struggle for a Sovereign & Participative Central America, Free of Extractive Industries.”
Radio Victoria participated in the construction of a Gender Policy proposal for ARPAS.

Happy Mother & Father’s Day
to those in our audiences,
in our comunidades & those that work at Radio Victoria

May 3rd
World Freedom of the Press Day

Without Freedom of the Press there is no journalism!

Radio Victoria participated in the first province wide event organized by the Women Defenders Network of Cabañas called “THE DEFENDERS OF CHEERFUL REBELLION”, which took place in Santa Marta with more than 80 women from Morazán, Usulután, Cuscatlán & Cabañas with the objective of strengthening collective efforts by Defenders with a community and feminist focus.